Coming up with ideas
isn’t the hard part,
knowing which one to
take forward is...

Whoever you are and whatever your idea is, this test gives you 7 practical
steps to find out if it is worth pursuing. Spring into action as you read,
using proven techniques, hands-on templates and lots of real examples.
By the end of the test you will be able to move forward with confidence,
making decisions based on evidence of what people want and need,
rather than incorrect assumptions.
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These templates will help you spring into action as you put your idea to the test
CORE: Choose the two page
version if you want more space.

Questions?
Email:
julia@productdoctor.co.uk

CHECKLISTS: Add to the
CORE to make a research script
to take into each interview

RESULTS: A one pager to
summarise your test results
& next steps

If you've enjoyed this book,
a positive review on
amazon & goodreads.com
is really appreciated.

CORE one-page version v1

Remember to cover all four parts of the hypothesis in this statement:
- Your goal
- The idea
- The people who will benefit
- What action you need them to take

Describe the group profile, how you are going to find them & the mix you
are looking for.
Remember there can be as few as 5 interviewees in this group.

CORE
Section A:
Does the problem, need
or desire exist?

This column is for those
assumptions where your
evidence is low and, if
wrong, have the highest
impact on the success of
your idea.

Enter the measure Enter the overall
you are going to
target for the
If you are busting the character allowance in these boxes then you need to use to score the
group.
individual answers
be more succinct and focus on getting the exact evidence you need to
e.g. 0-5 or
reduce the corresponding risk.
Yes/No/Maybe
Limit yourself to 10 main questions in total across Sections A to D.

Section B:
Are the existing
solutions good enough
to solve their problem/
meet their needs or
desires?
Section C:
Are they prepared to
take the necessary
actions to get another
solution?

Section D: (Optional)
How do they feel about
your idea?
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CORE two-page version P1v1

Remember to cover all four parts of the hypothesis in this statement:
- Your goal
- The idea
- The people who will benefit
- What action you need them to take

Describe the group profile, how you are going to find them & the mix
you are looking for.
Remember there can be as few as 5 interviewees in this group.

CORE

Page 1 of 2

Section A:
Does the problem, need
or desire exist?

This column is for those
assumptions where your
evidence is low and, if
wrong, have the highest
impact on the success of
your idea.

Limit yourself to 10 main questions in total across Sections A to D.

Enter the measure Enter the overall
you are going to
target for the
If you are busting the character allowance in these boxes then you need to use to score the
group.
be more succinct and focus on getting the exact evidence you need to
individual answers
reduce the corresponding risk.
e.g. 0-5 or
Yes/No/Maybe

Section B:
Are the existing
solutions good enough
to solve their problem/
meet their needs or
desires?
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CORE two-page version P2v1

CORE

Page 2 of 2

Section C:
Are they prepared to
take the necessary
actions to get another
solution?

This column is for those
assumptions where your
evidence is low and, if
wrong, have the highest
impact on the success of
your idea.

Enter the measure Enter the overall
you are going to
target for the
group.
If you are busting the character allowance in these boxes then you need to use to score the
individual answers
be more succinct and focus on getting the exact evidence you need to
e.g. 0-5 or
reduce the corresponding risk.
Yes/No/Maybe

Limit yourself to 10 main questions in total across Sections A to D.

Section D: (Optional)
How do they feel
about your idea?
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CHECKLISTS v1

Interviewee Name:
Group Profile:

What else do you know about the interviewee?
You may know more about your interviewees from your recruitment process.
If you write it in here, it will act as a reminder when you are in the interview.

Date / Venue:

Interview Time:

CHECKLISTS

Interviewer's Name:

Introduction Checklist
Scribble down timings on CORE
Check recruitment criteria fit
Reference incentive & what you need from them

Set out your neutrality
Explain what will happen
Turn audio recorder on
Use conversation opener

Closing Checklist
Have you scored each measure?
Permission to re-contact

Check important insights
Clarify any notes you made

INTRODUCTION SCRIPT:

SUMMARY OF INTERVIEWEE'S RESPONSE:

Have a think about how you are going to open the interview. If you prepare a script it will
help you cover the points above and bring in what you already know about them in to the
conversation opener.

Don't delay! Scribble down your thoughts right after the interview so you don't
forget your initial observations.
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RESULTS v1

RESULTS
Copy this from your CORE template.

Copy this from your CORE template.

DECISION:

ADDITIONAL INSIGHTS:

Did you pass or fail The Really Good Idea Test? (Remember
that you can pursue even if you failed this time).

In this section you can capture any other significant learnings and summarise any further insight
that support your decision.

Are you going to PURSUE and move forward, PURSUE and
run some more tests or STOP?
What are your next steps?
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